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Abstract
Objective—To identify the key parameters that influence smoke yields from roll-your-own (RYO) cigarettes and to compare smoke yields of cigarettes made under laboratory conditions with those made by habitual RYO consumers.

Design and setting—One-way parametric variations in the laboratory-based production of RYO cigarettes complemented by a consumer survey conducted in a busy street at Romford, Essex, United Kingdom.

Subjects—26 habitual RYO consumers.

Main outcome measures—Cigarette weights, puff numbers, and yields (carbon monoxide, nicotine, and tar).

Results—Smoke yields vary for specimen changes in weight of tobacco used, paper porosity, and the incorporation of a filter in the cigarette. Yields of cigarettes produced by 26 RYO smokers ranged from 9.9 to 21.0 mg tar per cigarette and from 0.9 to 1.8 mg nicotine per cigarette, and were generally lower than yields of laboratory-produced RYO cigarettes.

Conclusions—Laboratory studies can provide useful information concerning the parameters that affect smoke yields of RYO cigarettes such as the incorporation of a filter to reduce yields. However, such studies must be complemented by surveys of cigarettes made by actual current RYO smokers. In one such investigation, it was found that the mean tar yields from cigarettes produced by 57% of the smokers were above the current maximum of 15 mg per cigarette for manufactured cigarettes. Currently 8% of manufactured cigarettes in the UK have a declared nicotine yield of greater than 1.1 mg per cigarette whereas 77% of RYO smokers produced cigarettes with a nicotine yield greater than this value.

(Tobacco Control 1998;7:168–175)
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Introduction
The contribution of hand-rolling tobacco (also referred to as fine-cut tobacco) smoking to the overall health risks from tobacco smoking in the United Kingdom is at present largely a matter for conjecture. The sales of hand-rolling tobacco in the United Kingdom have been recorded as 3050 tonnes in 1994. However it is also known that a high level of smuggling now occurs, which suggests that published sales volumes will tend to underestimate actual consumption. The number of hand-rolled cigarettes made annually in the United Kingdom can be roughly estimated assuming an average weight of tobacco used per cigarette as 490 mg. It may also be assumed that tobacco smoked in this form has toxic properties similar to those of tobacco smoked in manufactured cigarettes. Due to lack of analytical information, it has not yet been possible to inform the smoking public in any detail about the hazards associated with either particular brands of tobacco and smoking accessories, or particular rolling techniques and habits. It has been reported that in the United Kingdom in 1994 more than 20% of male smokers used roll-your-own products compared with less than 4% of female smokers. Such smokers tend to be concentrated in the lower social classes as measured by the deprivation index.

The health hazards associated with cigarette smoking have been widely documented, particularly the link to lung cancer, and also a wide range of other adverse effects grouped as smoking-related diseases. A study in Norway has reported an increased risk of lung cancer in hand-rolled tobacco smokers compared with those smoking manufactured cigarettes. In addition to lung cancer, there have been reports of other specific cancers linked to use of hand-rolled tobacco. After adjustment for alcohol consumption, which is a confounding cause, an association has been noted between the use of hand-rolling tobacco and the risk of oesophageal cancer. This is, however, more prevalent in hand-rollers of dark air-cured tobaccos, but nevertheless a smaller but measurable increased risk was identified in hand-rollers using blond or Virginia tobacco. It has also been reported that hand-rolled cigarette smoking is associated with increased risk of cancer of the mouth, pharynx, and larynx. A report from Australia concludes that although at present there is insufficient epidemiological evidence to link large-bowel cancer with smoking, nevertheless an excess risk was observed for male smokers of hand-rolled cigarettes and for cigar and pipe smokers. We would suggest that the observations in references 9–12 are likely to be caused by a combination of ingestion of tobacco particles and smoke inhalation.

During the past two decades, strenuous measures have been taken to reduce the mainstream smoke yields, and in particular the tar yield, of manufactured cigarettes. This has been translated into European legislation by
enforcing a maximum tar yield for cigarettes which can be sold within the European Community. A 15 mg per cigarette maximum tar yield was introduced in 1991 and a further reduction to 12 mg per cigarette was scheduled to come into force on 1 January 1998.

Unlike manufactured cigarettes, there are at present no internationally recognised methods for the determination of the smoke yields of hand-rolled cigarettes. The many physical parameters of a manufactured cigarette such as weight of tobacco, diameter, tobacco packing density, and porosity of wrapping paper are closely controlled, resulting in a reasonably reproducible product which in turn gives defined yields when smoked using standard smoking machine methodology. However, the production of the hand-rolled cigarette is largely under the control of the person making it. There is, therefore, the opportunity for wide differences in the parameters of the finished articles, which is likely to result in a wide range of smoke yields as measured under laboratory conditions.

Few published studies have so far addressed the issue of smoke yields from hand-rolling tobaccos. In Europe some data have been produced in the form of in-house laboratory reports. Examples of other scattered reports of hand-rolled cigarette yields include those from Canada and Thailand. However, the practices and products employed in these countries are not comparable to those in the United Kingdom, and therefore the reports are of limited applicability here. A detailed study of roll-your-own practices in the Netherlands has been published recently but again, such continental practices do not reflect United Kingdom behaviour where it is customary to use much lower unit weight of tobacco for each cigarette.

It is useful to describe those who smoke cigarettes that they have themselves made from hand-rolling tobacco as roll-your-own (RYO) smokers, a category that includes those who use a rolling machine. The first phase of this project, in conjunction with strictly defined tobacco-rolling procedures, examined selected RYO cigarette parameters that are known to influence smoke yields; the objective was to contribute to an understanding of how RYO smoke yields are influenced and of possible legislative implications. The smoking articles tested in this phase were produced with a commercially available rolling machine, designed for use with hand-rolling tobacco. The machine rolling procedure was adopted, where possible, to minimise unplanned variations in the cigarette making process, so as to allow the outcomes of planned variations in parameters to be observed more clearly.

The second phase of the project was complementary, in that smoke yields from cigarettes produced by members of the RYO smoking public were determined. Sufficient data representative of habitual use of hand-rolling tobaccos were produced to allow some tentative comparisons to be drawn with typical smoke yields from branded manufactured cigarettes. The analytical work was carried out between August 1993 and September 1995.

Standard smoking machine parameters were used for the determination of cigarette smoke yields. While yields obtained with these parameters are unlikely to represent those obtained from most individual human smoking patterns, it has been shown in work with manufactured cigarettes that the rank positions of cigarette brands with different tar yields do not change significantly when alternative smoking parameters are used. There seems little reason to doubt that this rank order will not extend from manufactured to RYO cigarettes, and therefore a comparison using the standard smoking parameters can be justified.

**Methods**

**Apparatus**

Tobaccos, papers and filters were purchased from a local specialist retail outlet. The brand of hand-rolling tobacco used in this study was one of the market leaders in the United Kingdom at the inception of the study. The papers and filters used were brands that are widely available within the United Kingdom.

A fully harmonised Filtrona F350 smoking machine (Filtrona Instruments and Automation Ltd, Milton Keynes, Bucks) was used to smoke cigarettes. This machine has 20 smoking channels in a linear array and was equipped with a non-dispersive infra-red carbon monoxide analyser. The smoking machine was calibrated to take a 35 cm² puff of two seconds’ duration at intervals of 60 seconds, and thus conformed with the international parameters for machine smoking. Various standard smoking machine parameters were used with a relative humidity of 60±5% and a temperature of 22±2°C.

Water and nicotine were determined using a Varian Model 3400 gas chromatograph equipped with a model 8100 autosampler (Varian Ltd, Walton on Thames, Surrey). Each sample aliquot injected was split at a glass-lined T piece onto appropriate columns. The water determination used a 2.0 m×2 mm id nickel column, packed with Carbowax 20M plus 2% potassium hydroxide on Chromosorb WHP, and connected to a flame ionisation detector.

The tobacco conditioning environment was controlled with a Sanyo Gallenkamp Model FE300H cabinet; a temperature of 22±1°C was used with a relative humidity of either 60±2% or 75±3% (as specified below). Cigarette pressure drop measurements were made using a Filtrona model PDAVHP pressure drop meter. Paper porosity measurements were made by the Filtrona Instruments and Automation Laboratory, Jarrow, Tyne & Wear.

The cigarette rolling machine used was the Automatic Cigarette Rolling Box manufactured by Rizla United Kingdom Ltd, Pontypridd, Mid-Glamorgan.
DEFINED CIGARETTE-MAKING PROTOCOLS

Cigarettes were made using a Rizla automatic cigarette maker. The required amount of tobacco (0.75 g unless otherwise stated) was placed evenly along the length of a paper inside the maker, the closing of which ejects the fully rolled cigarette. The finished cigarette was then weighed, using an analytical balance, to ascertain the actual weight of tobacco used, a correction being applied for the average weight of a paper. Cigarettes were discarded if the weight of tobacco differed by more than 0.015 g from the intended weight. The pressure drop across each cigarette was determined on completion of rolling each batch of cigarettes; this measurement indicates the packing density, and, in practical terms, cigarettes with unusually high or low pressure drops are likely to give correspondingly variable yields when machine smoked. Ten to 15% of the machine-rolled cigarettes were excluded because the corresponding pressure drops fell at the extremes of the range.

For additional experiments requiring cigarettes to be made with 0.50 g of tobacco, the making procedure was fully manual because it proved difficult to obtain reproducible machine-rolled cigarettes with the lower quantity of tobacco. While this method will reflect the technique of a single RYO user, it obviously cannot necessarily be assumed to represent the technique of other such rollers. A similar weight criterion was used as for the 0.75 g items above. As might be expected there was a relatively wide range of pressure drops for the hand-rolled cigarettes; only clear outliers were excluded to minimise distortion of the range of yields likely to be produced in practice.

Cigarettes were produced in batches large enough to allow four to six filter traps on the smoking machine to be used simultaneously. The cigarettes were then conditioned for 20 hours at 60±2% relative humidity and 22±1°C before smoking.

SMOKING AND ANALYTICAL PROTOCOLS

Machine smoking was carried out according to the standard procedure, except that only four cigarettes were smoked through each 44 mm Cambridge filter trap. This modification was introduced after preliminary experiments indicated the possibility in some cases of the filter pad becoming overloaded with particulate matter. The standard method requires five cigarettes per determination. The cigarettes were smoked to the standard butt length for plain cigarettes of 23 mm. Cigarettes incorporating a filter (length 15 mm) were also smoked to the same butt length.

The total particulate matter (TPM) collected in each filter trap was weighed, then extracted with 20 ml propan-2-ol. Nicotine and water in the extract were determined by standard gas chromatographic methods. Nicotine-free dry particulate matter (NFDPM, also known as “tar”) was calculated, on a per cigarette basis, as:

\[ \text{TPM} - [\text{nicotine} + \text{water}] \]

Carbon monoxide (CO) in the vapour phase of the smoke was determined by the standard non-dispersive infrared method. Nicotine was extracted from cigarette filter tips with methanol containing sodium hydroxide (0.1% m/v), before being determined by gas chromatography.

SURVEY OF HAND-ROLLING TOBACCO USERS

A market research organisation, the British Market Research Bureau (BMRB), was commissioned to organise the recruitment of RYO smokers who would roll specimen cigarettes, which could then be machine-smoked. From their database, BMRB identified an area (Romford, Essex) with an above average population of RYO smokers. On the basis of pre-existing market research data suggesting that there are substantially more male than female RYO users, BMRB concentrated their efforts towards the recruitment of male participants, and, in fact, only one participant was female. There were no age stipulations on people taking part.

During shopping hours on 9 September 1995, experienced RYO users were sought from a busy street and invited to roll 20 cigarettes each. Leading brands of both tobacco and paper were provided. It was impressed on each participant that the cigarettes should be as he or she would roll them for personal use. One participant normally used a rolling machine which he had with him, and also used it for this survey; all other participants rolled by hand. Cigarettes were produced without filters, although two participants said that they normally incorporated filters in their cigarettes. Twenty-five participants rolled 20 cigarettes as requested. One participant rolled 17 cigarettes.

At the time of producing each cigarette, the participants identified which end they considered to be the mouth end. Care was taken in subsequent handling to ensure that the integrity of this information was maintained and that finally the cigarettes would be smoked in the orientation intended.

The cigarettes made by each participant were individually weighed by laboratory staff on completion of each batch. The batches were then packed in separate airtight boxes for transportation back to the laboratory, and the gross weight of each box was recorded. On arrival at the laboratory, approximately two hours after the last cigarettes had been weighed on site, the gross weight of each box was again recorded. The cigarettes were stored at a relative humidity of 75±3% at 22±1°C until machine smoking. These conditions were used, on the basis of advice from the tobacco industry, to ensure that the cigarettes would remain at a constant moisture level over an extended period of time and have since been published as a Coresta standard procedure.

Machine smoking of the hand-rolled cigarettes was spread over three days (seven smoking runs). Cigarettes were drawn at random from each box of 20 to group them into five samples of four cigarettes for each participant. Each of the five samples from a
box were smoked on a different smoking run, except that the contents of each box, the weight control, was left intact and then smoked with the other remaining samples on the final run. Four samples were smoked from the participant who only produced 17 cigarettes. Cigarettes were smoked on randomly determined channels of the smoking machine to the standard butt length of 23 mm. Each smoking run included an in-house monitor cigarette on one channel as a quality control adjunct.

The hand-rolled cigarettes varied considerably in diameter. Each cigarette was matched individually to a labyrinth seal of the most appropriate diameter so as to minimise the possibility of leakage during smoking. In contrast to handmade cigarettes previously made in the laboratory, it was apparent that a significant number of the cigarettes in this study extinguished on occasion during the inter-puff intervals. These were re-lit at the appropriate time and, where necessary, allowance was made in carbon monoxide calculations for any puffs taken when a cigarette was not alight. In all other respects, the analytical procedures described for the initial study were followed.

**Results**

**EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION STUDIES**

The scope of this project and the special properties of hand-rolling tobaccos necessitated control experiments to guard against long-term methodological drift and to determine appropriate tobacco storage conditions.

The nicotine content of the RYO tobacco brand, which was used extensively throughout the study, was determined in duplicate six times over the first 18 months of the study and again for the tobacco used for the public study. These results were used to indicate the extent to which longer term variations within the brand might affect the results of analyses carried out in a relatively short interval. Samples of each batch purchased and used in the study were examined. The mean of the seven determinations made was 24.4 mg nicotine per g of tobacco as packed and the coefficient of variation was 2.9%. We concluded that there was no significant between-batch variation in the nicotine content of the tobacco over the period of the study.

Hand-rolling tobacco products are packed at a relatively high moisture content (generally about 20%, compared with 13% for manufactured cigarettes). Changes in the moisture content of the tobacco will affect the rate of burn during machine smoking and will contribute unnecessary variations to the determined smoke yields. Because it was not convenient to perform smoking experiments together with the necessary analytical determinations immediately after preparation of the RYO articles, it was necessary to select a conditioning environment as part of the standardised cigarette-making protocol (see Methods). A check was made on the effects of conditioning RYO smoking articles for various intervals at the standard relative humidity and temperature used for manufactured cigarettes. Tar and CO yields were found to be little affected by the choice of conditioning interval, whereas noticeable nicotine yield increases were found with conditioning interval (table 1). The shortest practical interval, 20 hours, was used as part of the standardised protocol. It must be concluded that this is likely to have led to some overestimation of nicotine yield in this part of the study.

**ASSOCIATION BETWEEN PAPER TYPE AND SMOKE YIELDS**

Smoke yields were measured on cigarettes machine-rolled in the laboratory, each containing 0.75 g of tobacco, for three papers: one paper (B) was a market-leading brand, the second (A) was from a different manufacturer but of similar porosity, while the third (C) was of relatively high porosity (table 2). Smoke yields for the two papers of similar porosity were themselves similar, particularly CO and nicotine yields. In line with theoretical predictions for the paper of high porosity, the smoke yields were markedly lower.

Similar experiments were carried out with 0.5 g of tobacco per cigarette. Smoke yields were less clearly dependent on porosity when 0.5 g of tobacco per cigarette was used instead of 0.75 g; nevertheless, the overall trends were similar (table 2).

**EFFECT OF INCORPORATING A FILTER**

Cigarettes were machine-rolled under laboratory conditions with the same leading brand of tobacco and paper (B), and two studies on the effects of incorporating a filter in the smoking article were undertaken. In the first, each cigarette contained 0.75 g of tobacco, and smoke yields with or without inclusion of a standard diameter filter were compared. The filter had little effect on CO yield, but reduced nicotine

---

**Table 1** Variation of smoke yields (mg per cigarette) of machine-rolled cigarettes with conditioning interval at standard environmental conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval (hours)</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>Nicotine</th>
<th>Tar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;8</td>
<td>23.2 (2.1)</td>
<td>2.68 (0.29)</td>
<td>36.5 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>24.0 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.98 (0.11)</td>
<td>36.1 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>23.3 (1.5)</td>
<td>3.12 (0.18)</td>
<td>35.9 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All results are the mean yields for four determinations (sample standard deviations in parentheses). Cigarettes were conditioned for the tabulated intervals at 22°C and 60% relative humidity before machine smoking. CO = carbon monoxide.

**Table 2** Association of smoke yields (mg per cigarette) with the weight of tobacco used and the choice of cigarette paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tobacco weight (g)</th>
<th>Brand of paper</th>
<th>No of results</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>Nicotine</th>
<th>Tar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.9 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.80 (0.20)</td>
<td>35.7 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22.2 (2.4)</td>
<td>2.68 (0.11)</td>
<td>31.4 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.5 (1.8)</td>
<td>2.26 (0.12)</td>
<td>26.6 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.3 (1.8)</td>
<td>2.00 (0.13)</td>
<td>23.8 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.6 (2.0)</td>
<td>2.10 (0.19)</td>
<td>23.5 (3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.8 (1.9)</td>
<td>1.85 (0.10)</td>
<td>20.7 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All yield figures are means from the stated number of replicates (standard deviations in parentheses). Porosity values are the means of 20 measurements for each brand of paper. *Ratio of the air flow (volume per unit time) per unit of surface area of the cigarette paper to the difference in pressure across the paper. This is expressed in cubic centimetres per minute per square centimetre per kilopascal (Coresta units). CO = carbon monoxide.
Table 3  The relationship between smoke yields (mg per cigarette) and the use of filters under standardised cigarette-making conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tobacco weight (g)</th>
<th>Filter used</th>
<th>No of results</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>Nicotine</th>
<th>Tar</th>
<th>Nicotine retained (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23.9 (1.2)</td>
<td>2.80 (0.20)</td>
<td>35.7 (2.2)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24.1 (2.1)</td>
<td>1.46 (0.17)</td>
<td>19.3 (2.0)</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>21.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.22 (0.09)</td>
<td>16.0 (1.5)</td>
<td>57 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>Slimline</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24.4 (0.5)</td>
<td>2.49 (0.21)</td>
<td>28.8 (0.7)</td>
<td>34 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The smoke yield figures are means from the stated number of replicates (standard deviations in parentheses). Nicotine retained on the filter is expressed as a percentage of the sum of smoke nicotine and nicotine retained on the filter; these figures are each the mean (standard deviation in parentheses) of three determinations.

CO = carbon monoxide; NA = not applicable; ND = not determined.

Table 4 Association between the weight of hand-rolled cigarettes and storage time at 75% relative humidity and 22°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage time (days)</th>
<th>Mean weight of 15 boxes (g)</th>
<th>Weight of box 26 (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 (on site)</td>
<td>73.15</td>
<td>72.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 (laboratory)</td>
<td>73.14</td>
<td>72.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>72.69</td>
<td>72.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>73.18</td>
<td>72.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>72.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>72.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>72.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The slight decrease in weights on day 2 was associated with a temporary instability in the humidity control system; no analysis was carried out on that day. Weights could no longer be taken from multiple boxes once machine smoking began, but one box (26) was set aside from the main analysis of smoke yields and its weight monitored until the final day of smoking. NA = not applicable.

Table 5 Summary statistics for number of puffs and smoke yields (mg per cigarette) for the 26 recruited RYO smokers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Puffs</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>Nicotine</th>
<th>Tar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>9.4–15.7</td>
<td>5.5–14.1</td>
<td>0.9–1.8</td>
<td>9.9–21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample standard deviation</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$PF_{tot}$</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant</td>
<td>significant</td>
<td>significant</td>
<td>significant</td>
<td>significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tabulated values are calculated from the mean values recorded for each of the 26 recruits. A one-way analysis of variance was performed on the raw data: $PF_{tot}$ is the ratio of the calculated $F$ ratio value to the critical $F$ ratio for 99% confidence. CO = carbon monoxide.

and tar levels by 48% and 46%, respectively (table 3).

In the practical situation the use of filters enables the consumer to use less tobacco in addition to any reduction in smoke yields that will be obtained by filtration. A second series of experiments compared the effects on smoke yields of standard and slimline brands of filter from the same manufacturer. Both filters were 15 mm long, whereas they differed in diameter (standard 8 mm, slimline 7 mm). Both products appeared to be manufactured from standard cellulose acetate filter tow, but the slimline product was relatively compact in texture, and less compressible. The weight of tobacco was reduced to 0.59 g so that the same weight per unit length was used as for plain cigarettes containing 0.75 g of tobacco. The slimline product was substantially less effective in reducing smoke yields. This finding was supported by the lower nicotine retention of this filter (table 3).

SURVEY OF 26 RECRUITED RYO SMOKERS:
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CIGARETTES PRODUCED

The overall average weight of tobacco used per cigarette by the 26 participants was 0.505 g. The average weights of tobacco used per cigarette by individual participants ranged from 0.328 g to 0.818 g. The lightest cigarette contained 0.226 g of tobacco whereas the heaviest contained 0.919 g. Most participants tended to use a similar weight of tobacco for each of their cigarettes: on average, the standard deviation of tobacco weights for the 20 cigarettes smoked by each participant was 0.058 g (the average coefficient of variation was 11.7%).

An indication of the distribution of diameters for these cigarettes was obtained from the choice of labyrinth seal used to attach each cigarette to the smoking machine. The seals were chosen to match the cigarette diameters as closely as possible but without distortion of the butt ends. For 85% of the cigarettes, a 6 mm seal was selected; 13% required a 5 mm seal, and 2% a 7 mm seal.

SMOKE YIELDS FROM CIGARETTES MADE BY 26 RECRUITED RYO SMOKERS

Machine smoking over an interval of several days was required to process the cigarettes prepared by the recruits. This unavoidable interval necessitated the use of storage conditions that would preserve the initial moisture content of tobacco when it was rolled. The gross weights of 15 of the boxes, each containing all the cigarettes rolled by one survey participant, were monitored from collection until the start of machine smoking while stored under the constant environmental conditions. Additionally one box was left intact to monitor the conditions during the intervening period until the last smoking run (table 4). There was no marked trend in the variation of the weights of boxes with time, and this gives a strong indication that moisture content varied negligibly with time under the chosen storage conditions.

Summary statistics for number of puffs, and for yields of CO, nicotine, and tar, are presented in table 5. The sampling structure for the commissioned survey was that each of the 26 recruits would produce 20 cigarettes, and that each such batch of 20 would be smoked as five samples of four cigarettes. The analytical data returned for each smoker thus allowed within-smoker and between-smoker variability to be examined by one-way analysis of variance. Variance ratio testing indicated that there was a significant difference both between and within smokers for all three smoke yields. The variance ratio calculated for puff number was noticeably higher than those from the smoke yields (table 5). Error bars on the figures indicate the extent of individual standard deviations.

ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TOBACCO WEIGHT AND SMOKE YIELDS

The association between tobacco weight and smoke yields was studied in the preliminary study of cigarettes prepared under laboratory conditions, and in the consumer survey.

As expected, cigarettes made in the laboratory with 0.75 g of tobacco produced, on average, substantially higher smoke yields than those made with 0.50 g. This applied regardless of the cigarette paper chosen for the comparison (table 2). However, in general, the yields did not decrease in proportion to the weight of tobacco, particularly in the case of the more porous paper. These findings must be
interpreted cautiously because of the difference in rolling technique that was necessary for the lower weight of tobacco; however, it may be surmised that in using a smaller amount of tobacco the cigarette diameter is likely to be smaller. To contain the tobacco securely, the paper may need to be wrapped around on itself. Such an action will modify its porosity downwards.

The data from the consumer survey, as shown in figure 1A–D, shows the observed association between the mean weight of tobacco per cigarette and each of the four analytical parameters measured (number of puffs, CO, nicotine, and tar). The strongest association was observed between the weight of tobacco and the number of puffs (an expression of the smoking time) (as shown in figure 1A, for which the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient ($r$) was 0.78. A slight upward trend in yield with increasing weight was also observed for the other analyses (figures 1B–D), although there is significant scatter of individual smoker results about the regression lines. In particular, the yields for the smoker who produced cigarettes having the highest average weight were lower than might have been predicted; it was noticed that these cigarettes were loosely packed.

The one smoker who used a rolling machine during the survey produced cigarettes with the highest yields for CO, nicotine, and tar. The average weight of tobacco used, and the correspondence of this with smoke yields, were unexceptional for the one female participant. The weights of tobacco, number of puffs, and smoke yields obtained by smoking cigarettes from the two recruits who stated that they normally incorporated a filter in their cigarettes fell within the range of yields of the remaining recruits and were therefore not excluded from the final result summary.

Discussion

Cigarettes made and smoked under standardised conditions in the laboratory showed substantial differences in smoke yields, as observed between, on the one hand, two brands of cigarette papers of similar (and lower) porosity and, on the other, a highly porous brand. It should not, however, be assumed from this study that the porosity of cigarette paper is the only property of the paper that has an effect on smoke yields. The chemical composition of the paper is likely to play a part, although a systematic study is difficult without reliance on detailed information about paper manufacture from the tobacco industry.

A comparison of the porosities of 13 brands of papers, taking into consideration market share data, showed (results not shown) that most papers sold in the United Kingdom are of similar porosity to the lower porosity varieties studied. A Dutch report indicates that papers used in the Netherlands are frequently of a similar porosity to the higher porosity brand used in this study. Cigarette tubes are an alternative to cigarette papers for RYO consumers in some countries, but are not generally available in the United Kingdom.

Figure 1  Association between tobacco weight and number of puffs and tobacco weight and smoke yields for the 26 recruited roll-your-own smokers. Each point represents the mean of the plotted variable for one recruit (error bars represent ± 1 sample standard deviation), calculated from determinations made using sets of four cigarettes taken randomly from those rolled by each person. (A) Puffs per cigarette; (B) carbon monoxide yield; (C) nicotine yield; (D) tar yield. The trend lines were derived by least squares linear regression.
This study reinforces the perception that inclusion of filters in RYO cigarettes can reduce the yields of tar and nicotine to the smoker, and indicates that the choice of filter product has an important effect on smoke yields. The use of filters in combination with hand-rolled cigarettes is not common in the United Kingdom. There are grounds to suppose that classification of cigarette papers and filters according to their respective influences on smoke yields might be useful.

Although there are differences of detail between the methods used, the smoke yields presented here for cigarettes made reproducibly in the laboratory are comparable with those previously reported from the Netherlands and from Norway. The Dutch study has shown that a butt length of 27 mm reduces yields by approximately 15% from those obtained with the 23 mm butt length chosen for our present project. The much higher cost of RYO tobacco in the United Kingdom is likely to influence many smokers to smoke to a minimum butt length. Therefore we did not consider it necessary in a British study to employ a butt length greater than the standard 23 mm for plain manufactured cigarettes or those with a filter length of 15 mm.

The weights of tobacco used in this study, where these were determined by the investigators, were chosen from experimental considerations and on the basis of current British practice. A draft standard method for the determination of tar and nicotine yields of RYO cigarettes has been proposed in Germany using 1 g of tobacco, and this weight has also been selected for work in The Netherlands where the cost of hand-rolling tobacco is much lower than in the United Kingdom. The average weight of tobacco used per cigarette by the participants of this study was 0.505 g. This agrees well with a reported figure of 0.49 g, although the same paper cites more recent unpublished data which indicates a somewhat lower weight. The limited variation observed in weight per cigarette for a given consumer may indicate that most RYO consumers are experienced in the consistent production of cigarettes having physical characteristics suited to their tastes. Consequently, information on smoke yields classified according to physical characteristics of RYO cigarettes may be of direct use to the consumer.

Plain cigarettes containing the same tobacco and the same paper (B) were prepared and smoked both under laboratory conditions (table 2) and as part of the survey of recruited RYO smokers (table 5). Yields from cigarettes made by the 26 members of the public were in general much lower than from cigarettes made under laboratory conditions. However, more than half of the mean tar yields of the cigarettes made by the public were above 15 mg per cigarette—the 1991 regulatory limit for manufactured cigarettes. Nicotine yields were found in general to be higher than those obtained from manufactured cigarettes. Currently the Laboratory of the Government Chemist estimates that approximately 8% of manufactured brands on sale in the United Kingdom have a declared nicotine yield greater than 1.1 mg per cigarette, whereas 77% of the RYO consumers included in our survey produced cigarettes giving average yields above this figure.

The results of the consumer survey demonstrated highly significant between-consumer variation in the three smoke yields, which could not be explained by inconsistent smoking behaviour within-consumer or by variations in cigarette handling and analysis procedures. The between-consumer variation in number of puffs was even more noticeable. It is not possible from the analysis of this data to ascertain whether puff number and smoke yields are influenced by variations in an underlying causal parameter. A noticeable proportion of these cigarettes, in contrast to laboratory-manufactured cigarettes, extinguished on occasions during the interval between puffs taken by the smoking machine. This may reflect a habitual intention on the part of some RYO consumers not to smoke a whole cigarette in one session. Alternatively the consumer puffing rate could be higher than that for machine smoking.

We found a positive correlation between the average weight of tobacco used by the 26 RYO consumers and each of the corresponding average smoke yields—figures 1B, C, and D—but the correlation was poor in each case. Relatively low smoke yields, especially for carbon monoxide, were obtained for average tobacco weights at the upper end of the recorded range. Because the materials available for the preparation of all these cigarettes were kept constant, this suggests that the manner of rolling and the physical characteristics of the cigarettes have an important effect on yields. The survey points to the possibility that RYO smokers who employ a rolling machine might be at considerably higher risk than manual rollers, although this hypothesis is founded on the high smoke yields from cigarettes produced by the one and only machine roller included, and requires further substantiation.

It is important to keep in mind the complementary roles of the two phases of this investigation. A previous study conducted in Canada has suggested that for RYO products manufactured from similar types of tobacco, the brand used has little or no influence on the smoke yields obtained under laboratory conditions. Consequently, we have not sought to address the issue of whether one brand of hand-rolling tobacco is more deleterious to health than another, but have used a single popular tobacco brand throughout the reported work. In an attempt to describe the association between RYO smoking and health, smoke yields have been determined on RYO cigarettes prepared under carefully specified conditions, and the effects of changes in three key parameters—types of paper, addition of a filter, and the weight of tobacco—have been observed. The consumer survey work has indicated that if the first parameter (paper) is kept constant and the third (weight of tobacco) is
allowed to vary, the resulting smoke yields do not correlate strongly with the variable parameter. If one accepts this study as approximately representative of the RYO consumer population (given the practical constraints on the sample of consumers obtained), there are clearly further consumer-determined physical parameters that influence the smoke yields of RYO cigarettes. Chief among these are the diameter and the longitudinal packing profile of the cigarettes rolled. Further research could usefully concentrate on these crucial parameters so that regulatory authorities may be in a better position to provide advice and education, and to institute control measures, relating to the smoking of RYO cigarettes.

Notwithstanding such unknowns there is evidence showing that, on average, tar yields of hand-rolled cigarettes are higher than most manufactured brands currently on sale in the United Kingdom. It should also be of concern that both this study and others indicate that nicotine yields from hand-rolled cigarettes significantly extend the range encountered from manufactured brands. As a possible consequence it has been reported that nicotine dependence among hand-rolling smokers is greater than that among those smoking manufactured cigarettes.

The variability of individual consumers’ smoking behaviour must not be forgotten. It has been reported widely that smoke yields derived by standard smoking machine methodology cannot reflect the true exposure of all smokers to the hazardous components of tobacco smoke. In the case of manufactured cigarettes, it has been shown that smokers who compensate, or change their smoking pattern, to enable them to receive a measured amount of nicotine, the driving force behind the urge to smoke. It is likely that a similar type of behaviour will be found in smokers of hand-rolled cigarettes, but such information can only be ascertained by monitoring actual ingestion levels through, for example, measurement of nicotine and cotinine levels in body fluids. A comparison of the hazards of RYO products and other tobacco goods would be facilitated if physiological monitoring could be carried out as a function of the physical parameters of the cigarettes smoked.
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